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Decision 99-01-009 January 7, 1999 umm~OOm~l&\IL 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the ?vfatter of the Petition of POO 
Con,munications, Inc. for Arbitration Pursuant to 
Section 252 of the Federal TelccoI'nmunkatio!\s 
Act of 1996 to Establish an Interconne<:tion 
Agreement with Padfic Bell. 

OPINION 

I. Summary 

Application 98-06-052 
(Filed June 15, 1998) 

By this decision and pursuant to Sc<:tion 252 of the TelecoIhnlunications 

Act of 1996 we approve an interconnection agreement between Poo 

Communications, Inc. (POO) and Pacific Bell. This agrccnlent was filed with the 

Commission on December 8, 1998, pursuant to an Arbitrator's Report issued on 

Noven\ber 16, 1998. 

II. Procedural Background 

POO filed a Petition for Arbitration (Petition) on June 15, 1998 to institute 

an arbitration proceeding with Pacific Bell. This Petition was filed pursuant to 

§ 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and Commission Resolution 

ALJ-174 (ALJ-174). On July 7, 1998, Pacific Bell filed a motion to reject the 

petitiOll, contending that the petition had various procedural infirn\ities. These 

infirmities were resolved and the motion was denied by ALJ Ruling on 

August 11, 1998. On July 10, Pacific Bell filed its response to the petition along 

wilh a motion (or leave to file portions of the response under seal. This motion 

was granted on August 3, 1998. On July 17, PDQ and Pacific Bell filed a revised 

statement of unresolved issues as required by Rule 3.7 of ALJ-174, which notes 
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I 

on an issue-by-issuc basis where the parties have reached agreement subsequent 

to the filing of the Petition and where disagreement still exists. This revised 

statement of unresolved issues defines the universe of disputed issues for which 

arbitration is sought in this proceeding. 

An initial arbitration meeting was held on July 31, 1998, pursuant to 

Rule 3.8 of ALJ-174. Although this initial arbitratiOJ\ n\ceting was held on short 

notice, insufficient (or all but roo and racific Bell to participate, no prejudice to 

other potential parties occurred. The initial arbitration Jllecting was solely 

concerned with the schedule {or the proceeding, the opportunity (or additional 

discovery and the nature of the recotd that would be utilized to resolve this 

proceeding. All parties on the larger service list utilized at the initial stages of an 

arbitration \\'ere given adequate notice of the adopted schedule and process and 

the opportunity to indicate their interest in partidpatio~ in the proceeding. 

A. Senate BtII96G and Senate Bill n9 

In an Administrative Law Judge's Ruth's following the initial 

arbitration meeting, it was determined that the schedule and procedural clements 

mandated (or arbitrations pursuant to the § 252 of the Tc1ecomnutnications Act of 

1996 are incompatible with the schedule and other procedural requirements 

imposed by Senate Bill (S8) 960 (Ch. 856, Stats. 1996). The requirements of the 

Tclcconlmunic,llions Act of 1996 require much (aster processing of petitions for 

arbitration and shorter intervals between steps than does SB 960, but retains 

comparable opportunities (or Commissioner involvement. For these reasons, 

while the purposes behind S8 960 are fully supported, arbitr,ltions will 

necessarily be conducted under the requirements of the Telecommunications Act 

of 1996 and ALJ·174, r,lther than under the requirements established to 

implement SB 960. 
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This decision comes before the Commission subsequent to the 

e((eclive date of S8 779 (Ch. 886, Slats. 1998). This biU, in addition to a variety of 

other provisions, requires that a Commission agenda iten\ not BlCeting specified 

criteria Blust be served on the parties and made available for public review and 

comment for a Jilinimum of 30 days before the Commission may vote on the 

matter. (Public Utilities (PU) Code § 311(g).) The Te1econYmunications Act of 

1996 requires that agrccl'nents submitted by parties that have been arrived at as a 

result of an arbitration conducted pursuant to the Telccon'tnlunications Act of 

1996 must be approved or rejected by the Commission within 30 days after the 

agreement is submitted. (§ 2S2(e){4).) This establishes a conflict between the 

requirements of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and S8 779. 

Pursllant to Rule 81 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 

Procedure, this qualifies as an "unforeseen emergency situation" meanillg it is a 

matter "that requires aCtion or a decision by theCol1\lrtissi<m more quickly than 

would be permitted if advance publication were made on the regular meeting 

agenda." It qualifies as such by involving "(dJeadJines for Commission action 

imposed by legislative bodies, courts, other admitlistrative bodies or tribunals, 

the office of the Governor, or a legislator." (Rule SI(g).} 

B. Schedule and Conduct of the Arbitration 

Pursuant to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, § 252(b)(I), 

petitions for arbitr,'ltions mllst be filed between day 135 mtd day 160 alter the 

initiation of negotiations between the parties. Once the arbitr<'ltion petition is 

filed with the stMe comn\ission, aU issues are required to be resolved by the end 

of the 9
th 

month following the it\itialion of negotiations. Pursuant to the 
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discussion in Resolution ALJ-t68i

, the resolution of all issucs is deemed to have 

occurred when the parties file an agreement wUh the Commission that conforms 

with the resolutions contained in the Final Arbitrator's Report. (Res. ALJ-168, 

§ 3.11, at pp. 7-8.) In this proceeding the petition indicates that negotiations 

commenced on January 6, 1998, the petition was filed on the 160th day following 

the start of negotiations, which would have required aU matters to be resolved by 

October 6, 1998. 

A schedule that \"ould accomn'lodatc this resolutiOl\ date was 

discllssed by the Arbitrator with the parties at the initial arbitration n\eeting on 

July 31,1998. At the parties' suggestion, a schedule was developed and 

discussed that would aHow the resolution of all issues to exceed the nir'le-rl\onth 

requirenlent. The Arbitrator made clear to the parties that such a variation ftoln 

this requiren\ent could only be considered if this Commission obtained explicit 

written waivers of this rcquirelllcnt and acceptance of the resulting revised 

schedule. The advantages of such a schedule extension would be to permit an 

opportunity for desired discovery by the parties, supplemental testimony 

addressing certain matters, a less severe briefing schedule and certain other 

benefits. 

The Arbitrator determined that such a waiver should be permissible 

under the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The language setting forth the nine

month conclusion requirement is as {oHows: 

"The State Con\mission shall resolve each issue set forth 
in the petition and the response, if any, by imposing 
appropriate conditions as required to implement 

I ALJ-I6S was an eMlier Commission resolution establishing arbitration rules pursuant 
to Section 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. ALJ·174 is the current version, 
but definitions in the earlier version are still generally applicable. 
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subsection (c) upon the parties to the agreement, and 
shall conclude the resolution of any unresolved issues 
not later than 9 months after the date on which the local 
exchange carrier received the request under this 
section." (§ 2S2(b)(4}(C).} 

In the event that this Comnussion "fails to act to carry out its 

responsibility under this section in any proceeding or other matter under this 

section/l then the potential cUed is for the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) "to issue an order pteenipting the State comn\ission's jurisdiction of that 

proceeding 01' matter within 90 days after being notified. (or taking notice of such 

failure) .... " (§ 252(e)(4).} 

The intent of this provision is to protect the parties, particularly the 

petitioner, (I'on\ the risk of a state cOnll'l'tission failing to act in a timely fashion. In 

this arbitration, there is no question that the California Public UtiHties 

ComInissiot\ could and would resolve this matter within the imposed time limits. 

However, if the party for whom the protection is established wishes to 

knowingly, voluntarily and explicitly waive that protectiOI\ for a reasonable 

purpose, such a waiver seenlS clearly pennissible. 

Subsequent to the initial arbitration meeting, the Arbitrator was 

informed that both PDQ and Pacific Bell would prefer th~ expanded schedule. 

On August 14, 1998, both parties provided explicit wriHen waivers of the nine· 

month time resolutioll requirement/noting their acceptance of the scheduled 

conclusion date and that such acceptance was with (ull knowledge of the time 

limit established iI\ § 252 and was entered into voluntarily and at their own 

request. 

During the initial arbitr,ltion nlecting the parties also indicated that 

they might be willing to proceed without the need lor hearings, i.e., this 

proceeding would be resolved based on written subnlissions. Testimony (and 
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other exhibits) would be received in written form subject to written objections. 

Three days were reserved for hearings if they proved necessary. Subsequcntly, 

the Arbitr<ltor was informed that the parties wanted to proceed without hearings 

but wished to have an oral argument before the Arbitrator after the submission of 

briefs for the purp6se of addressing any qucstions that might remain. This 

proposal was accepted by the Arbitrator with a schedule set for discovery, the 

distribution of supplemental testimony by both Poo and PacifiC Bell, single 

concurrent briefs and oral atgun,ent. The oral afgun\ent was held on October 9, 

1998 befoie both the Arbitra16r and Commissioner Henry Duque, the Assigned 

Commissioner. 

Dates for the conclusion of the proc6?ding were also set which, -

although they exceeded the nine:..ntonth requirement of the Tclccornmunications 

Act of 1996, nlaintained the m.ilestone intervals required by ALJ-174 lollowing 

the submission o( briefs. In this fashion, the additional time beyond what would 

have otherwise been required to nleet statutory deadHnes, was solely that taken 

by the various activities of the parties ~~ discovery, supplemental testitllony 

preparation and briefs. 

A Draft Arbitrator's Report was filed and served on October 15, 

1998. A Ruling was also issued on that date denying two motions by POO 

requesting that additional n\aterials be received into evidence in this proceeding. 

This denial was pren\ised on the late submission of voluminous highly technkal 

n\aterials that could not be tin\ely considered within the restrictions of an 

arbitration schedule and were not critical to the resolution of the disputes in this 

proceeding. 

Comments on the Dralt ArbitrMor's I{eport were served on 

October 26,1998 and filed on October 27, 1998. On November 2,1998, POO also 
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filed a moHon for reconsideration of the ruling which denied their two motions 

requesting that additional materials be received into evidence. 

The Final Arbitrator's Report was filed and served on November 16, 

1998 and directed the pe:lrties to file their interconnection agreement within seven 

days. A request (roO\ Poo, representing that Pacific Bell concurr~d, requested a 

delay in submitting the agreement until December 4, 1998. The Arbitrator 

directed that the (i1ing be delayed for {our additional days, until December 8, 

1998, in order to ensure that theCoIt\miSsion had two regularly scheduled 

Comn\ission meetings within the thirty days authorized by the 

Tclecomrnunications Act of 1996 (or consideration of the filed interconnection 

agrccment . 

On December 9, 1998, an interconnection agreement which 

conformed to the Final Arbitrator's Report and which was executed by both POO 

and Pacific Ben, was liIOO with the Comrnission. It was filed one day late due to 

the SaI\ Francisco dty-wide power outage on Dec::ernber 8. 

On various dates in December 1998, PDO engaged in ex I'arle 

cOJ'nn\unications with each of the Con\missioner's offices, urging that a vote on 

the filed agreement be delayed fron\ the scheduled December 17 Commission 

meeting premised on POO's contentions of errOrs in the Final Arbitr"tor's Report 

and pending changes in or clarifications of FCC policy that (ould affect the 

perception of the proposed service. A number of letters from members of the 

California legislature were also received urging a vote deJay, and suggesting 

that a wider input should be sought prior to making a decision in this 

proceeding. 

On December 10, 1998, each Commissioner also received an ex I'arlt 

con\nHmication in the forn\ of a letter from Pacific Ben summarizing their view 

that the Final Arbitrator's Report was correct and the reasons for that vicw. 
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On December 18, 1998, a document entitled ilMotion of POO 

Comnumications, Inc. to Reject Confornloo Interconnection Agreement alld for 

Ren\and" was filed with the Commission. In this pleading POO requcsts that the 

filed agreement be rejected and that the Arbitrator further consider the matter. 

POO makes several arguments for its request including its own erroneous 

citation to a standard for rejection of an agreement that is app1icable to 

negotiated agreements, but not to those arrived at through arbitration as this one 

was. POO also suggests that a great value would come from having broader 

in:put into the questions rais~a in the arbitration. 

On Oeceri\ber 23,1998, a "l\1emorandltn\" in support of the POO 

Oe<ember 18 n\otiol\was litoo by the High Speed Access Coalition. The ' 

IIMemorandumll notes that its "organizing members;' include InCoscek, InterVU, 

ISP Networks, IXS Net, and Mach One Communications. l\1arch One is also the 

parent of POO. 

III. Standard for Review 

Pursuant to § 152(e)(1) an interconnection agreement adopted by 

negotiation or arbitration (or operation it .. California must be submitted for 

approval to this Commission, which shall approve or reject the agreement, 

providing written findings as to ~ny deficiencies. Grounds for rejection of an 

agreement reached as a restilt of arbitration conducted under § 252(b) are Urnited 

to the Con\mission (inding that the agreement doesn't meet the requirements of 

§ 251, including the regulations preSCribed by the FCC pursuant to section 251, or 

doesn't meet the standards set forth in § 252(d), which relates to pricing 

standards. 

The standards contained in § 251 relate to the obligations of local exchange 

carriers in responding to requests for negotiation and interconnection with 

carriers desiring access and interconnection. AOl0ng the duties identified are 
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those for interconnection, § 2S2(c)(2), and unbundled access, § 2S2(c)(3), which 

read as follows: 

"(2) Interconnection.-The duty (0 provide, for the facilities and 
equipment of any requesting tcleconununicarions carrier, intercont\ection 
with the local exchange carrier's network-

(A) for the tral\smission and touting of telephone exchange service and 
exchange access; 

(D) at any technkally feasible point within the carrier's network; 

(e) that is at least equal in quality to that provided by the Iota I exchange 
carrier to itself or to any subsidiary, affiliate, or any other party to 
which the carrier prOVides iritercont\cctionj and 

(D) on rates, terms, and conditions that ate just, reasonable, and 
nondiscriminatory, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 
agreement and the requirements of this section and section 252. 

(3) Unbundled access.-The duty to provide, to any requesting 
telecommunications carrier (or the provision of a telecommunications 
service, nondiscriminatory access to network clements on an unbundled 
basis at any technically feasible point on rates, terms, and conditions that 
are just, reasonable) and nondiscriminatory in accordance with the terms 
and conditions ()f the agreement and the requirements of this section and 
section 252. An incUIllbcnt local exchange carrier shall provide such 
unbundled network clements in a manner that allows requesting carriers 
to combine such elements in order to provide such telecommunications 
service.1I 

Pursuant to § 252(e)(4), if the state commission docs not act to approve or 

reject an agreement within 30 days after submission by the parties of an 

agreement adopted by arbih'<1Uon, the agreement shall be deemed approved. 

IV. Issues Presented for Arbitration 

When initially filed, ne<uly 30 separ~lte issues were presented as being in 

dispute. By the time the testimony was filed, several of these items had been 

resolved by the parties. 

In nlany respects this arbitration concerns one primary issue arollnd which 

others revolve. That issue is "thcther Pacific Bell as the incumbent local exchange 
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carrier (fLEe) can be compelled to make available as a separate unbundled 

network clement a portion of the capacity of a tocalloop which Pacific Ben is 

currently using to provide voke (Onllt\U1lications or other services to its own end 

tlser/customer. Poo requests Pacific Bell to make available this portion of the 

existing local loop to allow POO, by various conncctiOl\ methods, to provide a 

high-speed data service known as DSL or digital subscriber ]inc, used for internet 

connection or other high.;:capadty data exchange purposes. In~ one 

intet(onne~tion n\ethod proposed, data and voice service would be able to be 

provided simultaneously. ' III the other interconnection nlethod proposed, there 

would be a "tempOral °clivisionN of the usage of the local loop with the data and 

voke service provided at separate times. 

PaCific Bell is willing to provide Poo with its own loops to end users as 

unbundled network elements, but objects to haVing: to share the loops it curl'ently 

uses to provide service. It is also willing to provision the separate loops it would 

"lake available to POO to accomplish the technical con(igur~Hions necessary (or 

Poo to provide DSL or other serviCes to its own end users. 

Beyond the question of whether Pacilic Bell must, as an incumbent local 

exchange carrier, share capacity on existing local loops arc an array of technical 

questions regarding the manner in which such sharing of a local loop would be 

accomplished. These include such questions as the specific hardware 

configurations that would be required to allow both Pacific Bell and 1'00 to 

establish and maintain their individual end user servkes, means to avoid 

interference of one service with the other, pricing issues related to both the 

purchase of a portion of a local loop capacity and the rdated hardware 

configumtions, and contract/regulatory issues concerning the relationship of the 

end user to Pacific Bell and Poo and Pacific Bell and POO to each other in the 
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event of nil cnd lIser/cuslonler default or dispute regarding the service of only 

one of the two providers sharing the loop. 

Assuming one were to acknowledge the appropriateness of the physical 

connection arrangement, the prking and regulatory/contract issues remain' 

con troversial. 

First, PDO contends that the price PDO would pay Pacific Bell (or the loop, 

defined as the total estimated long-run incremental cost or TELRIC of the loop, is 

zero. This is premised on PDQ's contention that since Pacific 8cJl is already 

providing voke grade service OIl the same loop, the increni.ental cost of allowing 

PDO to provide data service on the loop is zero. POO does not proppse to share 

the cost of the loop. 

Second, questions arise as to what happens to service on the loop if the end 

user / customer dcf~\ults in some fashion with respect to only one of the two 

carriers providing that custonler service on the shared loop, e.g., failing to pay 

properly incurred charges to Pacific Bell while paying PDO. What obligations 

would exist? PDO proposed in its Petition (or Arbitration and the Joint 

Statement of Unresolved Issues that under such a circumstance Pacific Bell 

remain obligated to maintain service on the line for POO eVen if Pacific Bell 

received no revenue and even if Pacific Ben was no longer the end user's voke 

service provider. (Joint Statement at 5·6, referencing the interconnection 

agreement appended to its Petition for Arbitration, AppendiX D at page 33.) 

Poo refers in its n\otion (or reconsideration of the ruling denying admission of 

additional evidence to the fad that located somewhere within those materials 

that were not adn\itted is a data request (rom this past August that changes that 

position and agrees that "(POO] would not be able to provide service to end user 

customer if Pacific disconnects that customer's POTS service, either temporarily 

or pern\anently, (or non·paymcnl." (PDO Motion of November 2, 1998 at 13.) 
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The Arbitrator resolved the questions regarding subloop unbundling 

against Poo and concluded that while POO could purchase its own loops fronl 

Pacific Bell, it could not compel Pacific Bell to share the loop that Pacific Bell was 

itself using to provide service to its own voice custonlers. 

The Arbitrator reached his conclusions based on an extensive review of the 

nature of unbundled network elerHents, whether subloop unbundling had been 

authorized as an element that could be unbundled and the pending proceedings 

at the FCC that arc addressing such questions. Reference to the Final Arbitrator's 

Report is useful to understand these issues. 

In the FCC's First Report and Order implementing the local con\petition 

provisions of the TelcconHnunications Act of 1996, the FCC adopted a regulation 

specifically on point. Section 51.309 (codified as 47 CFR 51.3(9) governs the use 

- of unbundled network elements. That section states in relevant part: 

tI(c) Atelecon\munications carrier purchasing access to an 
unbundled network facility is entitled to exclusive use of that 
facility lor a period of time, or when purchasing aCCess to a 
feature, function, Or capability of a (acility, a 
telecomn\tmications carrier is entitled to use of that feature, 
(unction or (apability (or a period of time. A 
telecommunications (,arrier's pur('h(\se of access to an 
unbundled network clement does not relieve the incul\\bent 
LEC of the duty to lllaintain, repairJ or replace the unbundled 
network element."z 

There is no dispute that a local loop is itseJf an unbundled network 

clement. (47 CFR 51.319(a).) 

1 In the MaUer of Implementation o( the local Competition Provisions in the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, First Report and Order, CC Docket Nos. 96-98 and 
95·185, FCC 96·325 (Released August 8, 1996) (hereafter the First Report and Order), 
AppendiX B "Final Rulcs'l at 13·17. 
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111e rationale given by the FCC in its discussion in the First Report and 

Order concerning the reasons for giving a carrier exclusive use of a local loop 

provides a great deal of light on the subject. The FCC stated the following: 

"We decline to define a loop clement in functional terms, 
rather than in terms of the (acility itself. Some parties 
advocate defining a loop clement as merely a functional piece 
of a shared facility, similar to capacity purchased on a shared 
transport trunk. According to these parties, this definition 
would enable an (XC (intercxchange carrier) to purchase a. 
loop element solely for purposes of providing itlterexchange 
service. While such a definition, based on the types of traffic 
provided over a facility, may allow (or the separation of costs 
for a facility dedicated to one cnd user, we conclude that such 
treatment is inappropriate. Giving competing providers 
exclusive control over network facilities dedicated to 
particular end users provides such carriers the maxin'mOl 
flexibility to offer new services to such end users. In contrast, 
a definition of a loop element that allows simultaneous access 
to the loop facility would preclude the provision of (crtain 
services in favor of others. For example, carriers Wishing to 
provide solely vOice·gradc service over a loop would preclude 
another (arrier's provision of a digital scrvke; stich as ISDN or 
ADSL, OVer that sanle loop. We note that these two types of 
services could be prOVided by different carriers over, for 
cxan\ple, separate two wire loop elements to the same cnd 
user/') 

Pacific Bell has relied upon this commentary in support of its position. 

POO provided an interpretation of this FCC discussion that contended that it 

related solely to the exclusive rights of a competitive local carrier to a local loop 

but that such exclusivity did not apply to the loops utilized by an incumbent local 

exchange carrier. At the or~ll argument roo went further and seemingly 

) First Repolt and Older, 1385, page 186. 
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contended that the sole reason the FCC made its cautionary statement about loop 

sharing was a then erroneous assumption that from a technical standpoint a loop 

could not be shared by multiple service providers since voice and data sCI"kes 

would interfere with each other. 

The Arbitrator found Poo's interpretation highly strained. He concluded 

that the primary point of the FCC's conCern appears to be the whole array of 

constraints that might exist on one carrier fro11\ sharing a loop with another. The 

policy reasons noted by the FCC (or nMintaining exclusive use -the ability of a 

carrier to offer an array of services without constraint by a sharing carrier and the 

potential incompatibility of various voice and data services - appear as 

applicable to the loops operated by the incumbent local exchange carrier as those 

leased by a competitive local carrier. 

The Arbitrator found that any potential opportunity for POO's 

interpretation was lost, however, when the FCC issued its notice of proposed 

rulemaking (NPRM) on advanced technologies on August 6, 1998. The FCC 

called for (Ol1\ntent on "whether two different service providers should be 

allowed to of(er sef\'ices over the same loop," exactly the proposal of Poo. The 

de:,r import o( the NPRM is that dUferenl service providers arc not currently 

permitted to offer services over the same loop. The entire question, as fr(\med by 

the FCC is as foHows: 

"We also seek (omment on whether two different service 
providers should be allowed to offer services over the same 
loop, with each provider utilizing different frequendes to 
transport voice or data ovc'r that loop. xDSL technology, for 
example, separtltes a single loop into a POTS channel and a 
data channel, and can carry both POTS and data traffic over 
the loop simultancously. A competitive LEe may wartt to 
provide only high speed data service, without voice service, 
over an unbundled loop. Should the competitive LEe have 
thc right to put a high frequency signal on the satne loop as 
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the incumbent LEe's voice signal? If a competitive LEC takes 
an entire loop, could the compctitive LEC sell the voice 
channel back to the incumbent LEC or to another carrier? 
Should the con1petilive LEe be allowed to lease the loop (or 
data services and resell the voke service o( the incumbent 
LEe? Commcntcrs should address with particularity the 
advantages and disadvantages of these various possibilities, 
and what practical considerations would arise in each 
situation. For example, which entity would nlanage the 
frequency division multiplexing equipl'l'tenHf two carriers are 
offering services over the same loop? \Ve tentatively conclude 
that any \'oke product that the incumbent LEe provides to its 
advanced scrvkes a((iliate would have to be n\ade available to 
competitive LEes on the same tern\s and cOl1ditions. For 
example if the advanced services affjliate leases the loop and 
resells the incumbent's voice service, the competitive tEe 
must be allowed to do Iikewise.'/' 

The (onllnent period on this NPRM called (or opening conlments on 

September 21, 1998 and reply commcnts on October 13, 1998. According to the 

Arbitrator, a decision is not anticipated for several n\onths. 

POO's response to the statement in this NPRM was to contend at the oral 

argument that this was merely an effort by the FCC to clMi(y the First Report and 

Order which, according to POO, did 1,0t prohibit what POO proposes. The 

Arbitrator expressed difficulty in seeing how an FCC question asking whether 

what PDQ proposes "should be allowed," (oupled with a prior unambiguous 

statement of the policy re.'\sons why it shouldn't be allowed, should now be 

interpreted, according to POO as: "And so, as (,u as we're concerned, the FCC is 

, In thc Matters of Deployment of \Vireline Services Offering Advances 
Telecommunications Capability, et al., CC Docket No. 98·147, et aJ., Mcmorandunt 
Opinion and Order, and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 98·188 (Released 
August 7, 1998) (hereaftcr NPRM), 1162, pagc 73. 
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acling to clarify its first reporl and order, which , ... ·c think did not prohibit what 

we're asking for here." (Ora] Argument Tr. 13:14-16.) 

In its comments to the Dra(t Arbitrator's Report, POO contends that there 

is no intention on the part of the FCC to constrain shared access to local loops. 

PDOstates: 

liThe F;rSI Rtporl alld Order did 1101 prohibit shared loop access 
by means of spectrum, or (requency, division of the line. First, 
in defining the local loop UNE as a transmission fadlity 
between the customer premises and the central office, the FCC 
ruled that 'the ability to offer various digital loop functions in 
competitio!, \vith, incumbent LECs may be particularly 
beneficial to small entities by allowing them to serve niche 
markets/It (emphasis in original)dting 1380 of the First 
Report and Order. 

Poo dtes this to demonstrate that to the extent the FCC was imposing 

restraints on catrier activity, those restraints were being imposed on the 

incumbent local exchange cartiers and not the CLCs. However, the cited seCtion 

reinforces the position that the Jocalloop is the unbundled network elemcnt and 

no where is there any indication that the local loop can be further broken down 

to allow" sharing of that loop by multiple carriers - whether on a spectrum or 

temporal basis. The cited section dearly appears to support the proposition that 

making local loops available to the competitive carriers will be the important 

step that ensures their ability to compete. 

In its comments on the Dr ... ft Arbitr(ltor's Report, PIX> argued that the FCC 

rules require "features, (unctions, and capabilities" of a local loop as network 

clcments that must be unbundled by an incumbent local exchange carrier. (Poo 

Comments at 5-6.) For example, PDO states: 

"Second, Section 51.5 o( the FCC's rul~s includes the 'features, 
(unctions, and capabilities that are provided by means of [loop) 
facilities' in the definition of 'network elen\ent,1II citing 47 
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C.F.R. § 51.5 (bracketed used of loop in POO's text). (POO 
Comments at 5.) 

However, as the Arbitrator noted in the Final Arbitrator's Report, this is 

simply \VrOllg. The term loop doesn't appear anywhere ill this section. In fact, 

what that section says is: 

"Network element. A 'network clement' is a facility or 
equipment used in the prOVision of a telecommunications 
service. Such term also includes but is not limited to, features, 
(unctions) and capabilities that ate provided by means of such 
facility or equipmentJ including but not limited to, subscriber 
I\un\bers, databases, signaling systems, and information 
sufficient for billing and coUedion or used in the transmissionJ 
routing, or 'other provision of a telecommunications servke.(47 
C.F.R. § 51.5, definitions.} 

Thus the particular types o~ elements to which the ilfeaturesJ functionsJ and 

capabilities" language refers is not localloopsJ but those types of elements for 

which it clearly makes Sense for a eLC to only purchase the con'ponents that 

they need •. such as information services or switch capabilities. 

In numerous provisions of the First Report and Order, the FCC makes it 

clear that it is has considered the question of whether unbundling "components" 

of a local loop further is appropriate and/ at least asof this tin\c, rejects such 

suggestions. (Sec the sections noted previously as well as the discussion, 

generally In the First Report and OrderJ 1377 et seq.) The local loop, as a whole, 

is defined as an "unbundled network elementll in 47 C.F.R. §51.319 (a). As l\oted 

('<ulier in this discussion the FCC clearly stated IJWe decline to define a loop 

clement in functional termsJ rather than in terms of the facility itsc)!." (First 

Report and Order, 1385.) 

What is of as n\llch significance, however, particularly in light of the 

various ex I'arle communications that have <xcurred, the Legislative inquiries 
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which we have received and the recent pleading of POO asking us to reject the 

conformed agreelllent, is what the Arbitrcltor explicitly did not determine. 

The Arbitrator did not detern\ine that this Commission could not establish 

unbundled network elernents beyond those identified by the FCC. The 

Arbitrator deternlined that he did not want to make such a major change in the 

confines of an arbitration proceeding. He staled: liThe Draft (Arbitrator's] Report 

and this Final (Arbitrator's] Report endeavor to nlake ratiOIlal decisions based on 

the best in(OTll\ation available. The Comn,ission nlay wish to consider in the 

context of a broader-based proceeding, with full opportunity (or all interested 

parties to participate, whether loop sharing under various circumstances may be 

appropriate/J (Final Arbitrator's Report at 16.) 

The Arbitrator even noted that the FCC may alter its pr'esentposition. 

In POO's .. notion to reject the cOI\(ormed agreement, POO essentially 

requests the broader examination the Arbitrator also proposes, but suggests that 

it take place in this arbitration. Poo states: "While the Arbitrator suggests such 

participation in the context o( a broader-based proceeding l that suggestion is 

unnecessary. The issue of Jine sharing is properly before the COillmission in this 

proceeding and because consumers and carriers have a direct interest in the 

matter, they nlust be given arnple opportunity to be heard at this time and not 

some unspecified time in the (uture." (POO Motior\ of 12/18/98 at 4.) Similarly, 

Poo states: "The Commission has the issue of line sharing squarely before it 

and, once it has enough information in the rccol'd (including possible FCC 

opinion) and has provided (urther opportunity (or public comment, it should 

decide the n'atter expeditiously." (Id. at 7.) 

Poo miSlll\derstands the nature of arbitrations under § 252 o( the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996. Arbitrations arc by their mandated schedules 

expeditious proceedings intended to resolve the limited issues identified by the 
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parties. Participation in arbitration conferences and hearings is strictly limited to 

the parties that were negotiating an agreement pursuant to §§ 251 and 252 of the 

Telccon\n1unications Act of 1996 (Res. ALJ-174, Rule 3.15) although members of 

the public arc welcome to attend arbitr~'lion conferences and hearings unless they 

have been closed as the result of a properly based request. (Id" Rule 3.16.) While 

there is provision for C::onlnlent of a limited nature in the case of tendered 

negotiated agreements (Id., Rule 4.3.2), there is no prOVision for the type 6f broad 

based public involvement in an arbitration as suggested by POO. 

Rather, as has bCCI) done in every arbitration considered by this 

Commission to date, provision is made for all agreements reached through 

arbitration to be subject to modification in the event the Commission resolves a 

related maHer in onc of the broader proceedings addressing telecommunications 

issues. In these proceeding wide-spread input fron\ all interests is not only 

permissible, but strongly encouraged. 

We believe the Arbitrator has reached a rational and thoughtful 

conclusion. Authorizing sub-loop unbundling would represent a major change 

in the consideration of what constitutes an unbundled network clcnlent. It may 

be that such a change will be appropriate. However, it is an issue that should 

receive careful consider"tion. While arbitrtltions ate generally non·precedential 

in terms of being binding on the Commission in subsequent dcdsions, they do 

constitute precedents in the market place by a provision in the 

Telc(ol'nn\unications Act of 1996 that requires a local exchange tarrier to "make 

available any interconnection, service, or network dement provided under an 

agrcen\ent approved under this section (§ 252) to which it is a party to any other 

requesting telecol'llmunkations carrier upon the same terms and conditions as 

those provided in the agreement." (Sec § 252(1).} 
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We will ask the Telecommunications Managing Commissioner to 

determine in which of our various telecommunications restructuring proceedings 

this matter should be considered in order to address it in the most ti(nely and 

e((edive manner. Based on the outcome of that consideration we invite POO 

and/or Pacific Bell to petition to reopen this arbitration proceeding to seck 

n,odification to their agrccment or utilize the modification provisions of the 

agreen,ent itself. They arc also invited to seck such modification when the FCC 

concludes its on-going examination of the issue of sub-loop unbundling, if it 

determines that such unbundled network elements necessarily include sub-loop 

unbundling. 

Until su~h time as ci ther the FCC or this Commission has resolved this 

issue} We endorse the Arbitrator's detern\inatioI\ that sub-loop unbtuldling will 

not be authorized in this proceeding at this time. 

Correspondingly, the motion of POO to reject the conformed 

interconnection ttgreenlent and remand the n\atter to the Arbitrator is denied. 

This agreement as filed by the parties conforms to the requirements of the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 and is therefore approved. 

Findings of Fact 

1. The petition for arbitration was filed on June 15, 1998. 

2. A motion to reject the petition was filed by Pacific Bell on July 7, 1998, 

based on procedural infirmities and was denied by an AL} Ruling on August 11, 

1998, following resolution of the infirmities. 

3. Pacific Bell filed its response to the petition on July 11, 1998. 

4. A revised statement of unresolved issues was filed on July 17, 1998. 

5. An initial arbitration meeting \Vas held on July 31, 1998. 
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6. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 requires matters submitted for 

arbitration to be concluded within nine months after the initiation of 

ncgotiatiOI\s. 

7. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 requires the Commission to approve 

or reject an interconnection agreement arrived at through arbitration within 

30 days after the inteuonnection agreement is filed. 

8. The parties commel\ced l\egotiations On January 6, 1998 and the petition 

for arbitration was filed on the 16061 day following the start of negotiations. 

9. The Commission was prepared tocondude this arbitration within the nine 

month time limit established by the Telecon'll'nunications Act of 1996. 

10. On August 14, 1998, POO and Pacific Bell provided explidt written 

waivers of the nine month time resolution requirement, noting their acceptance 

of the scheduled conclusion date and that such acceptance was with fun 

knowledge of the time limit established in § 2S2(b)(4)(c) and was entered into 

voluntarily and at their own request. 

11. TIle parties determined and advised the Arbitrcltor that they wanted to 

proceed without hearings but \vished to have a final oral argument after the 

subndssion of briefs. 

12. Oral argument was held on October 9, 1998 belore both the Arbitrator and 

Commissioner Henry Duque. 

13. A Draft Arbitrator's Report was filed and served on October 15, 1998. 

14. Conlmcnts on the Dr<lft Arbitrator's Report were served on October 26, 

1998 and filed on October 27, 1998. 

15. TIle Final Arbitrator's ({eport was filed and served OJ\ November 16, 1998 

and directed Ihe parties to file their interconnection agreement within seven 

days. 
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16. ,\t the parties request and in consultation with the Arbitrator, a delay was 

granted for the filing of the interconnection agreement to December 8, 1998. 

17. On December 9, 1998, an interconnection agreement which conformed to 

the Final Arbitrator's Report and which was executed by both PIX> and Paciiic 

Bell, was filed with the Commission. 

18. On various dates in December 1998, roo engaged hl ex parle 

con'lnmnications with each t)f the Commissioners' offices urging that a vote on 

the filed agreement be delayed froll\ the scheduled ))e<:enlber 17 Commission 

nleeting, premised on alleged errors in the Final Arbitrator's Report and pending 

changes in FCC policies. 

19. On December 10, 1998 each Commissioner also received an ex ptlrle 

cominunication in the (orm of a letter (ron\ Pacific BeH summarizing their view 

that the Final Arbitrator's Report was correct. 

20. On December 18, 1998, POO filed a rnotion to reject the conformed 

interconnection agreement and for remartd in which PIX> requested that the filed 

agreement be rejected and that the Arbitrator reconsider the matter; Poo asserts 

there would be value in having a broader opportunity (or public input on the 

issues of this proceeding. 

21. The primary disputed issues in this arbitration is whether Pacific Bell as 

the incumbent local exchange carrier can be compelled to )'nake available as a 

separate unbundled nel\vork element a portion of the capacity of a Jo<alioop 

which Pacific bell Is currently using to provide voice comnlunic:(llions or other 

services to its own end user/customer, genercllly referred to (\s sub-loop 

unbundling. 

22. The FCC issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on August 6, 1998 that 

requests conlnlents on whether two different service providNs should be 

allowed to offer services over the same loop. 
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23. The Arbitrator did not dcternline that this Commission could not estabJish 

unbundled network elements beyond those identified by the FCC but 

determined that he did not want to make such a major change in the confines of 

an arbitration proceeding. 

24. The Arbitrator concluded that the CommissiOl\ may wish to consider in the 

context of a broader-based proceeding, with (ull opportunity for all interested 

parties to participate, whether loop sharing under various circlimstances may be 

appropriate. 

25. Authorizing sub-loop unbundling would represent a major change in the 

consideration of what constitutes a1\ unbundled network clement. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The short notice provided for the initial arbitration meeting did not 

prejudice Poo, PacifiC BeJl or any member of the public since PDQ and Pacific 

nell agreed to the date, it was solely concerned with procedural n'lalters and 

other potentiaJIy interested parties were given adequate notice of the adopted 

schedule and procedure. 

2. Arbitrations are conducted under the schedule requirements of § 252 of the 

Telecommunications Ad of 1996, which generally requires faster processing 

times than required by S8 960 or SB 779. 

3. This r'natter con'es before the Commission as an unforeseen emergency 

situation pursuant to Rule 81 due to the conOid between the agenda schedule 

requirements of PU Code § 31leg) and those of § 252(e) (4) o( the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996. 

4. Waiver of the nine-month time limit for concluding arbitrations under the 

Telecommunkations Act of 1996 is permissible if approved by the party for 

whom the time limit protection Is prOVided - the petitioning pttrly - and if done 

\'olunlarily and with (ull knowledge of the consequences of such waiver. 
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5. Section 2S2(e)(2)(A)(ii) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, dted by 

Poo as a standard for measure of the agreement filed in this proceeding, is set 

out as a standard applicable to agreemelUs reached through negotiation and not 

through arbitration. 

6. Grounds (or rejection of an agreement reached as a result of arbitration 

conducted under § i52(b) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 ate limited to 

the Con\mission fbding that the agreement does.)'t l'J\eet the requirements of 

§ 251, induding the regulations prescribed by the FCC pursuant to sec:tion 251, or 

doesn't meet the standards set forth in § 2S2(d), which relates to pricing 

standards. 

7. Arbitrations are by their mandated schedules expeditious proceedings 

intended to resolve the limited issues identified by the parties . 

. 8. Participation in arbitrati<m conferences and hearings is strictly lirnited to 

the parties that Were negotiating and agreement pursuant to §§ 251 and 252 of the 

Telecol't\I1umications Act of 1996. 

9. There is no provision in an arbitration for the type of broad based public 

involvement in an arbitration as suggested by POO. 

10. Agreements reached through arbitmtion arc subject to modification in the 

event the Commission resolves a related matter on an generiC basis. 

11. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 requires a local exchange carrier to 

make available any interconnectionl service, or network clement provided under 

an agreen\ent approved under § 252 to which it is a party to any other requesting 

telccon\nntnications carrier upon the san\e tefJl'\S and conditions as those 

provided in the agreement. 

12. The Teleconlmunications Managing Commissioner should determine in 

which of our tdecommunications restructuring proceedings the question of 
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sub·loop unbundling should be considered in order to address it in the· "lost 

timely and ef(ective mam\er. 

13. Poo and/or Pacific Bell should be authorized and en.couraged to seek 

modification to the agreement based On either the outcome of our generic 

proceeding which addresses su6·100p unbundling Or in the event the FCC 

concludes its on~goirig examination of the issue of sub· loop unbundling and . 

detennines that unbundled network elements necessarily include slib·loop 

. unbundling. 

14. Poo's December 18, 1998 nlotion to reject the interconnection agreement 

which it and Pacific Sell executed and liled on DecemberS, 1998 should be 

denied. 

15. The executed agre~n\ent filea by the Poo and Pacific Bell on December 8, 

1998con(orn\s t6 the requil'en\ents of the Telecoinmunications Act of 1996 and 

should be approved. 

ORDER 

1. The Deccnlber 18, 1998 motion of PDQ Comn\unicatiolls, Inc. to reject the 

December 8, 1998 interconnection agreement is denied. 

2. The (uny executed arbitrated interconnection agrccment filed on 

December 9, 1998, in response to the Final Arbitrator's Report dated 

November 16, 1998, between POO Communications, Inc. and Pacific Bell is 

approved pursuant to the rcquiren\ent of the Telc<:omtnunications Act of 1996, 

and effective as of the date of this order. 
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3. The parties shall within 10 days provide to the Director of the 

Telecommunications Division a version of the executed agreement in electronic 

forol in hyper text markup language {onnat. 

4. This order is effective today. 

AppJication 98-06-052 is closed. 

Dated January 7, 1999, at San Francisco, California . 

We will (He a concurring opinion. 

/s/ HENRY M. DUQUE 
Commissioner 

/sl RICHARD A. BILAS 
Commissioner 
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Commissioners Bilas and Duque. concurring: 

We concur \\ith the action taken in today's decision to decline to order Pacific to 
share its loops \\ith PDO for free while ordering Pacific to meet all ofPOO's tequest for 
loop conditioning. This result. reached by the arbitrator, is the only one possible \\ith the 
record now before us. We file this concurrence because of our desire to note the limit that 
the Commission has confronted in this proceeding. 

Our decision resolves ail important maHer that affects California's infomlation 
infrastructure. PDO has a vision of offering its service to customers O\'cr the same lines 
that Pacific now uses to provide its customers , .. lth voice servkes. This seems like a great 
idca, and PDO appears to have a marketable product. Ifthis Were the computer industry. 
within a month PDO's service would be in the market - either through a strategic alliance 
\\ith another company; or through the purchase of PDO by a major company that can 
overcome the obstacles that delay bringing such a service to market. 

The issues in this proceeding. however, taU at the juncture of the fast moving 
computer industry and the slow moving utility industry. As Commissioners serving on the 
Public Utilities Commission, we must decide telecommunications issues based on law and 
facts, not on our beliefs in the promise of a new technology_ What are the law and facts in 
this particular case? Clearly, neither Federal law nor FCC regulation require sub-loop 
unbundling. FCC orders, which do not preclude state·s from requiring sub-loop 
unbundling, cast doubt On the wisdom of such a policy _ The FCC stresses that granting a 
single (ompany full and exclusive use of a facility provides the serving carrier maximum 
flexibility to offer new services. Moreover, the FCC has an open docket on this matter, 
and has hesitated to order sub-loop unbundling, To Our knowledge, no state has taken the 
step of ordering such unbundling. 

The arbitrator's report, in addition to its analysis of the law, lists a host oftechnkal 
and marketing problems that the joint provision ofnSL and voice stlVice over a single 
loop through spectrum Or temporal division would raise. Suppose a customer decides not 
to pay Pacific Bell for its \'oice service, can Pacific Bell disconnect the line thereby 
disrupting the data sen'icc? Will signal interference arise? If interference arises, how 
should it be resolved? 

The request of PDQ shows the real limits that constrain this Commission. 
Spectrum or temporal sharing of the local loop appear to be effective ways of providing 
data services at high speeds over existing copper \\ires, PDQ appears to have an 
interesting and promising technology. It would be good to give it a try. Nonetheless. the 
uncertainties surrounding PDQ's proposal are profound: Will it interfere \\lth voice 
services? Will the provision to PD~ of free access to Pacil1cJ s loops harm other carriers? 
The answers to these questions are not clear. White two companies working together 
might sol\'e these issues, these two companies, linked only by litigation. have not produ~cd 
a record that enables us to order sub· loop unbundling. Moreover, the market for this 
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advanced data service is clearly a national market. Aclion by California would be inferior 
to nalional action by the FCC. 

Perhaps legislative action that fashions a plan thai benefits everyone ot federal 
action to create a national policy offer the best ways (0 resolve the issues surrounding sub
loop unbundling. Such legislation or (ederal action. however, is lacking (or this issue is far 
too new. ' 

In this situation, the 'decision offers the only other routes that could lead to sub-loop 
unbundling: a quick revisiting by this Commission should the FCC act; Or the 0ppOrtwiity 
(or it \\idet ptoteedlrig inv61ving all facilities-baSed carriers in California so ttl at the 
implications of this Action are fully aSseSsed before it is ordered. We l3.rrient that'this is aU 
we can do at this time concerning these issues. 

January 1, 1999 
San Francisco. California 

2 

Rlchatd A. silas 
President 

enry M. Duque 
Commissioner 
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Commissioners Bilas and Duque, ~oncurring: 

We concur \\ith the action taken in today's dcdsion to decline to order Pacific to 
share its loops with POD for free while ordering Pacific to meet all of PDQ's request for 
loop conditioning. This result, reached by the arbitrator, is the only one possible with the 
rlXotd now before us. We file this cOncurtence because of our desire to note the limit thai 
the Conmlission has confronted in this proceeding. 

OUf decision resolves an important nlatter that at'(~ts California's infomlation 
infrastructure. PDQ has a vision of often ng its service to customers over the sante line,s 
that Pacific now uses to ptovide its customers with voice servke.s. This seents like a great 
idea, and PDO appears to have a marketable product. If this Were the COIlipuler industry, 
\'ithin a month PDO·s sen'ice would be in the n\arket - either through a strategic alliance 
\,ith another company; or through the purcbase of PDQ by a major COrltpany that can 
overtonle the obstacles tbat delay bringing such a service to markel. 

The issues in this proceeding, however;fall at the 'iunClure of the fast ri16ving 
computer industry and the slow moving utility industry. As Conln'lissioners serving 6n the 
Public Utilities Commission, we must decide telecommunicatiortsissues based on law and 
facts, not 011 our beliefs in the promise of a new technology. What are the Jaw and facts in 
this particular case? Clearly, neithet Federal law nor FCC regulation require sub-loop 
unbundling. FCC orders. which do not preclude states from requiring sub-loop 
unbundling t cast doubt On the wisdQIit of such a policy. The FCC stresses that granting a 
single company full and exclusive use of a facility provides the serving carrier ma.ximum 
flexibility to offer new services. Morrove;, the FCC has an open docket on this maHer, 
and has hesitated to order sub-loop unbundling. To our knowledge, no slate has taken the 
step of ordering such unbundling. 

The arbitrator's report, in addition (0 its anal)'sis of the law, lists a host oft~chnical 
and marketing problems that the joint provision of DSL and voice service OWr a single 
loop through spectrum Or temporal division would raise. Suppose a customer decides not 
to pay Pacific Bell for its voice service, can Pacific Dell discoMcct thc line thereby 
disrupting the data service? Will signal interference arise? Ifinterrerenee arises, how 
should it be rcsolwd? 

The request ofPDO shows the r~allimits that constrain this COI1lmission. 
SIX"Ctrum or temporal shaling of the local loop appear to be em-ctive ways of providing 
data s('rvices at high speeds over existing copper \\ires. PDO appears to have an 
interesting and promising technology. It would be good (0 give it a try. Nonetheless. the 
uncertainties surrounding PDQ's proposal are profound: Will it interfere \\ith voice 
services? Will the provision to PDQ ()ffrcc access (0 Pacific's loops hann otber carriers? 
The answers to these questions arc not dear. While two companies working (ogether 
might solvc these issues. tbese (WO companies, linked only by litigation, have not produced 
a record that enables us to order sub-loop unbundling. Moreover, the maJkct for this 
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ad\'aIlced data service is clearly a national market Action byCalifornia would be inferior 
to national action by the FCC. 

Perhaps legislative action that fashions a plan that benefits eVeryone or federal 
action (0 create a national pOJiey offer the best ways t6 resolve the issuessurtounding sub-

. loop unbundling. Such legislation or federal action, h6Wel'erf is lacking (or this issue is far 
too new. 

In this sltuation~ the decision offers the only other routes that could lead to sub-l60p 
unbundling: a quick revisiting by' thisCommi ssion should the FCC act; or the opportunity 
for a\\ider proceeding inVOlving alllacilities~based cairier~ ial'Calitornia so that the. 
implications of this action are fully asSessed belore it is <'.Itderoo .. We lan\enl that this is all 
\\"e can do at this (imeconccrning these issues. 

January 'I. 1999 
San Jo'raricisco. Califori1ia 

2 

~#~ 
Richard A. Bilas 
President 

~ .. 
Commissioner 


